Is sociable curiosity the most important graduate attribute?

Dr Neil Thin, Senior Lecturer, Social Anthropology
Outline of session

09:00 Welcome and introductions
09:05 Presentation
09:25 Questions
09:30 Breakout groups
09:50 Share back in larger group
10:00 Finish

PLEASE NOTE We will record the presentation only, not the chat or breakout groups
The engage network is open to staff and students – You are ALL welcome
Resources from today

We will post the recording, slides/other resources from this session to the engage webpage https://www.ed.ac.uk/institute-academic-development/learning-teaching/connect/engage

Scroll down to ‘Previous engage events and resources’

Please give us feedback – how was the session today?

Would you like to be on the engage mailing list? Send an email to iad.teach@ed.ac.uk
Next engage event

Look out for the 2022-23 programme of events advertised towards the end of the summer!